2012 Wikimedia Fellows

What we're researching, piloting, and building to support the community
Fellows Program

Launched in 2010 to:
• experiment with new ideas and approaches
• support community leadership and action in critical areas
• scale & increase sustainability of the work of volunteers

We fund and support members of the Wikimedia movement to pilot, experiment, research, or build something new.
2012 Theme: Boosting Participation and Retention

Peter Coombe - Help Pages Redesign
Sarah Stierch - Teahouse / Gender Gap
Jonathan Morgan - Teahouse
Jon Harald Søby - Translations
Steven Zhang - Dispute Resolution
Tanvir Rahman - Small Wiki Editor Engagement
Apply • Suggest • Endorse

http://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Wikimedia_Fellowships

http://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Fellowship_News

Siko Bouterse, Head of Community Fellowships
sbouterse@wikimedia.org